) and (C tust B)
Subjective Logic
Trust becomes calculable:
Determine an overall opinion ω describing the trustworthiness of the whole chain !
No direct relationship between A and C: ω A is "recommended" to C by B Using the Recommendation Operator: client has to authorize a trusted authority (TA) to response reauthentication requests in his name TA should be absolutely relyable PROS: less information side channels, method is synchronous CONS: a trusted entity is needed; this entity has to be particularly protected
TUG

IAIK
Conclusion
Joined services are interacting in the name of the user, thus trust will decrease by every link Every service has to determine the trustworthiness of a request in a recursive manner... ...without having detailed information of the whole process! As a result, a service may reject a request An adequate reaction is needed:
for example Reauthentication Overall, all measurements have to take place with regard to the user's privacy !
